Year 6 NEWSLETTER
Autumn Term 2021
Welcome to the first term in Year 6
Our Themes this term are: ‘Cracking Coasts’ ‘Hubble,
Bubble, Toil and Trouble’ and ‘Ingenious Inventors’
Over the course of this term we will learning about how coastlines are created and participating in
lots of fun, hands on activities which will help the children understand the particular features of
different coastlines. We will focus on the amazing coastlines of the Isle of Wight.
Our next theme will focus on one of Shakespeare’s most famous plays. With the nights drawing in and Halloween
approaching, this seems the perfect time for this witchy play!
We will end the term with the children designing and then making their own Christmas-related products. We will
learn about some of history’s most famous inventors and how they influenced the world around us.

These are key learning objectives we will be covering in English and Mathematics
In reading we will be learning to:
 draw inferences (such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and motives from their actions) and
justify our opinions with evidence from the text and wider reading experiences
In writing we will be learning to:
 create cohesion within and across the paragraphs that we write (including use of a range of conjunctions,
relative clauses and fronted adverbials)
In mathematics we will be learning to:
 use the four operations (+ - x ÷) to solve one and two-step problems
 round any decimal number or whole number to the nearest 10, 100, 1000, 10 000 or 100 000
 recall squared numbers (up to 12 x 12) and cubed numbers (up to 10 x 10 x 10)

Helping Your Child at Home
Reading
To support the development of your child’s reading, we would like you to encourage your child to read as much as
they can to help improve their reading stamina. Make sure that they are reading age appropriate books and, if you
are not sure, please ask us for some reading material advice. To help your child specifically with this term’s
target (above), you could ask them about the characters they have read about and how those characters felt and
acted. Encourage your child to use ‘evidence’ from what they have read to explain their answers.

Writing and Spelling
You could help your child by supporting and encouraging them to check any writing they do at home. Good
elements to check are that the tense is correct and consistent, that punctuation is present in the correct places and that what is written makes sense. We would really encourage your child to write at home to practise their
skills. To help specifically with this term’s target (above), you could also ask them about which conjunctions,
clauses, and fronted adverbials they may have included or could include to improve the cohesion of the writing.
We will send examples of these terms to you via our parent email, later on in the half term. Over the next few
weeks, we will be able to send personalised spelling lists home for you to practice with your child.

Mathematics
Please help your child with regular practice of their times tables and division facts up to 12 x 12 (as this is a Year
4 expectation). You could also challenge your child to practise addition and subtraction arithmetic questions
(including those with decimal numbers) to work on their speed and accuracy. These could be 4, 5 or 6 digit
numbers or, for more challenge, a mix (e.g. 45 367 + 8 329). To help specifically with this term’s target
(above), you could ask them to explain rounding numbers to you.

Dates of Special Events in Year 6

Year 6 Message Board

Friday 10th September – Visit in school from Mr
Collins (deputy head of Crookhorn Secondary School)

Our indoor PE day is Monday and our outdoor PE day is
Wednesday. On our indoor PE day, please could your
child wear their shorts underneath a tracksuit so that
they don’t get too cold in the winter months.

Thursday 30th September – Visit to Crookhorn for a
technology project. Information to follow.
Friday 1st October – Theatre company visit in school

Please ensure that your child brings in their water bottle
each day. As snacks are now kept in trays, we also
request that snacks come into school within a lidded
container or re-usable plastic bag.

Many thanks for your support,
Year 6 Team

